MicroRNAs are a class of small non-coding RNAs that are involved in many important biological processes and the dysfunction of microRNA has been associated with many diseases. The seed region of a microRNA is of crucial importance to its target recognition. Mutations in microRNA seed regions may disrupt the binding of microRNAs to their original target genes and make them bind to new target genes. Here we use a knowledgebased computational method to systematically predict the functional effects of all the possible single nucleotide mutations in human microRNA seed regions. The result provides a comprehensive reference for the functional assessment of the impacts of possible natural and artificial single nucleotide mutations in microRNA seed regions.
Introduction
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-coding RNAs that play important roles in post-transcriptional regulation. Mature miRNAs are approximately 22 nucleotides long. Nucleotides 2-8 in the miRNA sequences are the seed region that provides guiding information for miRNA target recognition. It has been estimated that more than 60 percent of human genes have at least one conserved miRNA binding site [1] . Strong associations have been found between miRNAs and many diseases such as cancer [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , Type II diabetes [8] , [9] , cardiovascular diseases [10] , autoimmune disorders [11] , Alzheimer's disease [12] and viral diseases [13] .
Genetic and somatic mutations in miRNA seed sequences and miRNA target sites can potentially create and disrupt the interactions between miRNAs and their targets. PolymiRTS is a database of naturally occurring polymorphisms in that create or disrupt miRNA-mRNA interactions [14] , [15] , [16] . About 25,000 SNPs and 1000 INDELs in the miRNA target sites are annotated in PolymiRTS. Among them nearly 1500 SNPs and 700 INDELs are interfering 38 different disease related pathways. A miRNA seed mutation may have big functional impacts [17] because it may disrupt or create several hundreds of miRNA-mRNA interactions. PolymiRTS contains a catalogue of 271 SNPs and 23 INDELs in the miRNA seeds. Some microRNA seed mutations have already been linked to diseases [18] , [19] .
To investigate the functional impacts of miRNA seed mutations, we developed miR2GO [20] , a web-based computational platform. miR2GO is equipped with miRmut2GO [20] module for assessing the impacts of the seed mutations. miRmut2GO compares the functional similarities between the target gene sets of reference and mutated seed sequences. Functional similarities are measured by the semantic similarity of the gene ontology terms that are associated with the target gene sets [21] . For example, a similarity score less than 0.5 indicates less than 50 % functional similarities between the reference and the mutated target sets. The web-based interface of miR2GO allows users to input any set of miRNA seed mutations and evaluate the functional impacts of each mutation. In a subsequent functional analysis of 517 SNPs in miRNA seed regions, miR2GO have assigned very low functional similarity scores for miRNA SNPs +57C>T in hsa-miR-184 and +13G>A in hsa-miR-96 which are associated with the risk of EDICT Syndrome [19] and progressive hearing loss [18] , respectively.
We use miR2GO scores for systematic assessment of the functional impacts of seed mutations in human microRNAs. Functional study on all possible seed mutations is important for selecting the seed patterns for designing an artificial miRNA. Artificial miRNA therapy has shown great potential in the treatments of diseases including cancers [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] . A comprehensive list of miR2GO scores from all possible seed mutations would be a valuable resource for determining the best seed pattern for a specific drug therapy. In this work we have systematically evaluated all possible human miRNA seed mutations, assigned miR2GO scores and ranked them based on their probabilities. A detailed gene ontology graph based analysis on a top ranked seed mutation is also featured in the result section.
Workfllow and Implementation

Data Collection
Mature miRNA sequences along with their genomic coordinates were downloaded from the miRBase release 21 [26] . Seed sequences and their corresponding genomic coordinates were determined from 2-8 nucleotide locations of the mature miRNAs. SNPs data were downloaded from dbSNPs build 147 of human genome build GRCH38 [27] . In Order to enhance the quality of our analysis we only considered the dbSNP entries from the 1000 Genomes Project. Figure 1 shows the data integration and the analysis workflow. 
Assessing all Possible Seed Mutations with the miRmut2GO
Each unique seed (seed per miRNA family) from miRBase [26] were imputed with all the possible mutations. The mutations were submitted for processing through miRmut2GO interface. miRmut2GO separately predicted the target gene sets for the reference and mutated miRNAs. From miRmut2GO we run both Tar-getScan [28] and miRanda [29] target prediction algorithms. Common targets of the reference and mutated miRNAs were processed for computing the Gene Ontology based functional similarity scores. miRmut2GO utilized gProfileR [30] package for computing the enriched Gene Ontology terms for each target gene set. Similar Gene Ontology terms were combined based on their hierarchy in the Gene Ontology graph. The default p-value threshold (0.01) was used for the function enrichment test. In the final step, miRmut2GO reported the semantic similarity scores (i.e. miR2GO scores) for the functional similarities between the target gene sets of the reference and the mutated miRNA [31] . miR2GO score is a number between "0" and "1". miR2GO score for complete functional similarity is "1" and complete functional dissimilarity is "0". miR2GO score is "NA" when there is no functional enrichment for either the reference or the mutated target gene sets. We discarded all the "NA" scores from our analysis. The detailed Gene Ontology figure (Figure 4 ) was also generated using miRmut2GO.
Ranking Seed Mutations Based on Combined Mutation Probabilities
The probability of observing a mutation depends on both the probability of observing the nucleotide change and the probability of observing a mutation at that seed position. For each mutation, first we multiplied the "Mutation Probability in Seed Positions" and "Mutation Type Probability" to report the "Combined Mutation Probability". Then we sorted the mutations based on the decreasing magnitude of their "Combined Mutation Probability". The mutations with the same "Combined Mutation Probability" were again sorted based on the increasing order of miR2GO scores. The sorted mutations were then assigned the rank values. Figure 1 describes the complete workflow in details. Mutation Probability in Seed Positions: The genomic coordinates of the miRNA seeds were compared against the dbSNP entries for finding the seed mutations. The seed mutations were then grouped into seven groups, one for each seed position. The probabilities of finding a seed mutation in each seed position were computed from the ratio of the number of seed mutations in each group and total number of seed mutations. Mutation Type Probability: We computed the probabilities of all 21 possible mutations in each miRNA seed.
Results and Discussion
We found 2047 unique seed sequences in the 2588 mature human miRNAs from the miRBase (Release 21). Among them 670 seed sequences were found to obtain at least one valid miR2GO score for the mutations. We found a total of 12,401 miR2GO scores from all the possible seed mutations. Figure 2 shows the distribution of miR2GO scores. Approximately 50 % of scores are at the either sides of the middle of "Y" axis (where miR2GO score = 0.5). We also computed the average miR2GO score values for each seed position (Figure 3) . The average score for seed position 8 is higher than the others, which indicates that the mutations at base "8" may have lower functional effects than those at the other seed positions. Interestingly, the ten top ranked seed mutations are all "C->T" (C/U) mutations ( Table 1) . Supplementary  Table 1 listed the complete table of all mutations with miR2GO scores and ranking. Figure 4 shows the miR2GO graph for "C->T" mutation in hsa-miR-615-5p which is the first entry (Rank 1) in Table 1 . The nodes in the graph represent the Gene Ontology categories (biological processes) that are enriched among the miRNA target genes. Blue nodes represent the enriched Gene Ontology categories for reference seed sequence "GGGGUCC". Red nodes represent the enriched Gene Ontology categories for mutated seed sequence "GGGGUUC". In Figure  4 , the enriched categories for reference and mutation are clearly separated in different branches of the Gene Ontology graph. At "node 5" of Figure 4 , the Gene Ontology term "GO:0048522; positive regulation of cellular process" is significantly enriched with a p-value of 1.87e−07 among 408 target genes of the mutated hsa-miR-615-5p. On the other hand, at "node 17" a very different Gene Ontology term "GO:0016079; synaptic vesicle exocytosis" is significantly enriched with a p-value of 4.47e−05 among the reference targets of hsa-miR-615-5p. An intronic region of Hoxc5 is known for transcribing the precursor miRNA, or pre-miRNA of hsa-miR-615-5p [32] . Possible link between developmental processes and hsa-miR-615-5p has been identified [32] . We found a functional category "regulation of developmental process" at "node 9" was significantly enriched among the reference targets of hsa-miR-615-5p with a p-value of 1.28e−06 which was not found enriched among the mutated targets. Our observation indicates the importance of "C" to "T" mutation at the 7 th nucleotide of hsa-miR-615-5p.
We calculated the average miR2GO score for all the miRNA families. The distribution of the average miR2GO scores of miRNA families is shown in Figure 5 . We found that only a small number of miRNA families have low average scores. For example, Only 26 miRNA families have an average miR2GO score 0.3 or less. 
Conclusion
In this article we report our findings from the analysis of all the possible single nucleotide mutations in miRNA seeds. We used our previously designed miR2GO [20] software for systematically predicting the functional effects of mutations. We ranked the miRNA mutations based on their probabilities and functional effects. Most importantly, the results presented here provide a reference for functionally assessing the impacts of all possible natural and artificial single nucleotide mutations in the microRNA seed regions. Scoring and ranking of all miRNA seed mutations may provide a guide for artificial miRNA design and facilitate the selection of a candidate seed [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] .
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